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At H ome

Fully-integrated refrigeration is a popular product and service offering at Novak & Parker Home Appliance.
something that has been noted across many economic
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one space of increasing popularity is that of home
bars—areas designed to optimize the entertainment
experience. inspiration for these spaces and an orientation to designs, product features, and reviews is
an integral part of the research process. Many products offer comparable designs and layouts, but some
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Consumers visit the Novak & Parker Home Appliance retail center with information from their online research.
cOlUMn reFrigeratiOn
another prevalent kitchen trend of the last five years is fully-integrated
refrigeration: not simply applying a cabinet panel to refrigerators, but
completely integrating these pieces into the adjacent surround as to give
it a ‘hidden’ appearance. Though largely driven by the design and architect
cohort, there is an increasing number of consumers viewing the possibilities for integrated refrigeration (like column refrigeration) on the internet
when they start project research.
as prospective consumers visit homebuilding firms and appliance retailers, they are doing so with a working image in their mind. Prudent appliance retailers will review peripheral design considerations, spatial workﬂow of the kitchen, and how integrated refrigeration can enhance everyday
experiences in ways only an in-person viewing and dialogue can offer.
The future of astute consumerism will include both the physical retail
space and online review and inspiration mediums, yet the two are not opposing but rather, quite complimentary. When online research and questions are taken to industry and product experts, it elevates dialogue and
enhances sales experiences and project outcomes.
if you are interested in making an investment within your home, utilize the value of both online research and in-person dialogue and product
viewing with industry experts to provide a desirable outcome.
Matthew Bentley is a member of the Novak & Parker Home Appliance
team. Novak & Parker is a family-owned home appliance retail source that
has satisﬁed homeowners, designers, and builders for more than 100 years.
Novak & Parker is located at 1016 E. Northwest Hwy., in Mount Prospect.
Learn more at www.novakandparker.com, or call 847-259-2550. They also
have a store in Orland Park.
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